Abstract. This work examines the problems of dynamic and quasi-static evolution for a large class of dissipative materials, including viscoplastic, viscoelastic, and elastic perfectly plastic materials. We show that when the potential of dissipation is regular, the displacement solution is regular; however, in the case of perfect plasticity, where the potential is irregular, the solution can be discontinuous. A suitable framework is used in order to account for these discontinuities. Existence theorems are stated, and the boundary conditions are discussed. The evolution equations encountered in this work are strongly nonlinear but with a monotone time-dependent nonlinearity. A direct method of resolution is proposed, since the known results do not apply in this case.
1. Introduction. The evolution problem for elasto-plastic solids has developed remarkably in the last ten years, and has taken advantage of the recent advances in convex analysis. In fact, the first to use this tool were Hill, Prager and Hodge who established the velocity principles based on variational arguments (reported in the survey by Koiter [12] ).
More recently, a second step was achieved by Moreau [22] and his school and by Duvaut and Lions for the quasi-static evolution of the stress field in perfectly plastic bodies. Moreau built the geometrical theory of " catching up by a moving convex set", and proved directly the existence (and the uniqueness) of the stress history, while Duvaut and Lions [5] used the constructive theory of partial differential equations, including Galerkin approximations, regularization and penalization to obtain the same result. Both have motivated numerous works on nonlinear evolution equations of monotone type (Brezis [2] , Moreau [23] ), the model of which is:
Find a(t) e K(t) such that:
dff/dt + 8Im((r) 3f(t), <t(0) = <70, (1.1)
where K(t) is a family of moving convex sets in a Hilbert space and IK is the indicator function of the convex set K. The above-mentioned works generated three directions of study: (a) some authors were interested in the evolution problem for the velocity (or displacement) field: Nayroles [25] , Johnson [9] , The main difficulty of this problem is the regularity of the strain tensor: this point was avoided by Johnson by means of a weak formulation; however, his result was too weak to obtain full information on the strains. Nayroles gave an existence theorem in a space of functions which are not distributions; (b) the theory of limit loads and shake-down has been investigated by Debordes [4] , , Nayroles and the Italian school, who give a mathematical discussion of the classical theorems on these subjects; (c) a wider class of dissipative materials has been introduced by Halphen and Nguyen Quoc Son [7] and Nguyen Quoc Son [26] , using the pseudo-potential assumption of Moreau [21] . This assumption, which has a strong thermodynamic basis, leads to monotone evolution equations.
The present work is interested both in points (a) and (c). We want first to present a coherent mathematical study of standard dissipative materials, without specifying the constitutive law. Then we want to prove the existence of a velocity field history for the quasi-static evolution of a perfectly plastic body, using some regularized models. This part completes the work of Johnson on this subject. Moreover it justifies the numerous regularizations currently used to approximate the perfectly plastic law (such as viscoplasticity, viscoelastic material . . .).
We shall also study the dynamic problem which appears to be a formal regularization of the quasi-static problem. If we set U = (a, u), where <x is the stress tensor and u the velocity field, the evolution equation is; jt(^,U) + M{U U) sf(t), 1/(0) = U0, ( (t,-) ] are equal or have the same closure; this is not the case here. It seems that no general theorem of existence of a strong solution of (1.2) is available under reasonable assumptions. Hence a result of existence and uniqueness is given in our special case, and is proved by a direct method (semi-discretization in time). The quasi-static problem (with a regular constitutive law) is formally obtained from the dynamic one by neglecting the inertia terms; it is still of type (1.2), but with a time-dependent constraint. The rigorous treatment is, however, different.
The perfectly plastic body is obtained by approximation by regularized potentials. We get an L1 estimate on the strains of the regularized model: when the regularization parameter tends to zero, the strain may accumulate and discontinuities might occur. The displacement (or the velocities) are no longer in a classical Sobolev space [W1,P(Q)]3, but in a functional space recently introduced in [18] and [25] :
The introduction of this space of discontinuous functions, analogous to the space BF(Q) used in shock theory, agrees with the experimental data where one can see the strain accumulate in thin bands, considered as discontinuity surfaces. Using BD(Q), Strang, Matthies and Christiansen [20] have investigated the direction (b) (limit analysis): this space appears to be also the right functional framework for the variational principles of limit analysis. Matthies [19] also investigated direction (a).
1. Constitutive laws. The total strain e(u) of the material is the sum of an elastic part and a nonelastic part: 1 / dui du: \ £.,(") = + C 4(x> r) = Aijkh(x, t)akh(x, t).
A, a, and u denote the elastic compliance coefficients, the stress tensor field, and the displacement field of the material. We assume that there exists a pseudo-potential of dissipation, a convex and l.s.c. functional <p(a) such that:
The dependence of Aijkh and <p on the time variable t may model some thermomechanical effects: in many problems, A and q> depend in a known manner on the temperature T which is itself a known function T(t) of the time. Their dependence on the space variables x accounts for a possible nonhomogeneity of the material.
Some examples of potentials: (a) Perfect plasticity. In this case the potential q> is the indicator function of a closed convex set B(x, f), called the elasticity set:
ean(x, t) e dIB(x. t)(a(x, t)) (1.4)
where /B(x ()(<r) = 0 if a e B(x, t), 4-oo otherwise (1.4) implies that the stress tensor <t (x, t) belongs to B(x, t).
(b) Viscoplasticity I. A particular example of viscoplasticity is the Perzyna law which is the Yosida regularization of the preceding one:
Ik, denotes the projection onto B(x, t) in R6 (space of symmetric 3x3 tensors); n is the viscosity. In a formal manner (1.4) is obtained from (1.5) by letting fi tend to zero. Mercier [17] has used this constitutive law for numerical computations.
(c) Viscoplasticity II. A particular case of viscoelastic material is the Norton-Hoff material introduced by Friaa. The gauge function of B(x, t) is defined by: j(x, t, t) = Inf{/c e ]0, -I-oo[; t e kB(x, t)} Here j is a convex function, positively homogeneous with degree 1. We set q>,(x, t, t) = j, (j(x, t, t)Y where p' = p/(p -1). The constitutive law (1.3) is:
The perfectly plastic law (1.4) is formally obtained from (1.6) by letting p' tend to + oo. For p = p' = 2 a viscoelastic law of Maxwell is obtained.
2. Conservation laws. In the dynamic case and under the small perturbation assumption the conservation laws lead to: PUi = <TiJtj+f.
(1.7)
In the quasi-static case the inertia forces are neglected:°, j.j+f= 0-0-K)
The boundary conditions are of mixed type: if Q denotes the open set occupied by the body and dQ its boundary, we assume that the forces are given on a part dSlF of 5Q and the displacements are imposed on dQv = 5Q -5Qf: a^nj = F?(x, t) on dQF, ui=Uii(x,t) on dQa.
(1.9)
These boundary conditions might be generalized in order to model other problems which impose on the same part of the boundary the normal component of the displacement and the tangential components of the stress (see the problems of extrusion or indentation).
The initial state of the material is regular:
(oo)ij,j+f(0) = 0.
For the dynamic problem another piece of data is necessary:
2. The regularized problem: notation and results. 1. Notation. We shall use the spaces Lp(Q), Hs(Q), VP,P(Q) as defined in [15] . If Z is a vector space of tensors, the subspace of symmetric tensors in Z will be denoted by Zs.
H is a Hilbert space for the scalar product (<r, t) = | tTi/xjrijfx) dx, with norm | |.
We assume that the dependence of q> on the variables x is smooth enough (measurable) to define a convex proper l.s.c. functional by setting (p(t, t) = | ip(x, (, r(x)) dx (Vt g H).
We denote by X the domain of cp in H. We assume that X is a vector subspace of H, endowed with a different norm || • I*. Moreover, we assume that (X, || • ||x) is a reflexive Banach space containing a space (13(0.))?, and (^(Q))® is dense in X for its strong topology. The introduction of X is necessary in order to give a sense to the potential (p. However, this technical point is avoided in most cases since <p is often quadratic (see the viscoplasticity) and X = H.
We denote by X' the dual space of X for the bilinear form (a, e) = I (Tij(x)eij(x) dx (V<r e A")(Ve e X').
Jn fT = (TUj., T2 jj, t 3jJ), J^ad = {t e X\ Dt e(L3(fi))3; r0-n7 = F? on 3Qf}', = {t e X; Dt e (L3(Q))3; t^nj = 0 on
Since X contains (Z?(Q))S9, the boundary conditions are well defined in the spaces *^ad,~a d, and . Moreover, the density of (®(Q))j in X implies the Green formula:
(<r, e(u)) + (u, Dct) = 0 (Vw e ^0)(Vct e 0).
Formulation of the problems.
Problem 1 (dynamic, regular): find (<r, m): [0, T] -> Jf*ad x 'U,iA such that:
2.3 Hypothesis. We assume that the elastic problems (dynamic and quasi-static) admit unique solutions, (acd\ uedl), (ff,1, ueJ), twice continuously difTerentiable with respect to the time, the displacements being in (//'(Q))3.
We assume that there exist some constants a, fi such that:
The coefficients Aijkh satisfy the symmetry condition
The potential cp satisfies:
The sets {reX, | t | < c, (p{t, t) < c} are bounded sets in X.
( 2.7) d(p is a continuous operator from X into X'\ there exists a real continuous function L(y) such that:
cp(t, a) and d(p(t, a) are smooth time-dependent functions: a being a fixed element of X, t -> (p(t, a) and t -> d(p(t, a) have a Lipshitz regularity with respect to t :
Remark 2.1. Assumption (2.3) is a minimal assumption; in order to solve the nonelastic problem we must be able to solve the elastic one. Assumptions (2.5) and (2.6) are classical in the theory of linear elasticity. Assumptions (2.7)-(2.9) are formulated on the global potential <p; they can be formulated as well on the local potential q>.
2.4 Statement of the results. We shall prove in the following sections: Proposition 1.: The dynamic problem (2.1) admits a unique solution (a, u) which has the following regularity:
<7 e C°(0, T; H) n L°°(0, T; X); a e I2(0, T; H),
We give to p the particular value e and we consider the solution (<7£, ue) of the resulting dynamic problem. Then we prove:
Proposition 2. The quasi-static regular problem admits a unique solution (a, u) with the following regularity: <7 e C°(0, T; H) n L°°(0, T; X); <7 e L2(0, T; H), ueC°; v = ue L°(0, T; V).
Moreover, if the following assumption (no initial strains) is satisfied:
we let p tend to 0 and we state:
cjp -*■ o in C°(0, T; H) strong n /."(O, T; X) weak*, a" -» a in L°°(0, T; H) weak* n, up-+u in L°°(0, T; t>) weak* n L2(0, T; <^ad) weak*, if -> u in L°°(0, T; F) weak*.
3. The dynamic regular problem. 3.1. We set <r = -aed\ u = u -u"d\ v = u -i#, <p(f, i) = <p(t, t + Cj1). Then the formulation (2.1) is equivalent to:
For the sake of simplicity we take p -1 in this section. Remark 3.1. By the change of variables U = (a, v) and the change of operators:
the system (3.1) is equivalent to:
where ( r-/(r)) is a family of linear continuous and selfadjoint operators )) is a family of nonlinear unbounded operators from the Banach space X x V into its dual, which are monotone on Jif0 x J%0. It can be proved that 38(t,-) is a maximal operator on its domain xfy0. Then the system (3.3) looks like the known evolution equations of monotone type:
However, in order to reduce (3.3) to the form (3.4) we must set U = All2(t)U and the domain of the new operator C depends strongly on t.
The results of Attouch and Damlamian [1] do not apply here since the operator 38 is not a subdifferential, and the result of Crandall and Pazy [3] gives a solution in a too weak sense. There exist several other results concerning (3.4) but they assume that the domains of the C(t, ) are equal and this is not the case here. Most of these works are concerned with Hilbert frameworks, but we deal with operators defined on a Banach space with values in its dual. Then a direct study is necessary; however, this remark shows that the proofs will be based on the monotonicity of the operators. Remark 3.2. We claim that it is possible to assume that fo(jt M'MOI T(t)J dt > 0 (Vt e W1-2(0, T; H)).
(3.5)
If (3.5) does not hold, we multiply the first line of (3.2) by e'2u and obtain an equivalent problem for which we examine the integral
We set t = e~ux and the above quantity becomes:
we obtain:
This term is positive for X large enough by assumptions (2.4) and (2.5). 3.2. Implicit scheme for (3.2). We use a finite difference discretization in time. Let k = T/N where N is a positive integer, f = nk, n = 0, 1, ..., N, a" = cr(r"), 8q>n(z) = dq>(t", t), An = A(tn). We now pose the implicit problem:
an+1, v"+l are defined by induction as solution of:
ff"+1 e Jf0, v"+1e^0,
A solution of (3.6), if it exists, is a saddle-point for the Lagrangian
on jf0 x %0. This Lagrangian does not have a sufficiently strong growth at infinity on Jf0 x and it is not possible to prove directly the existence of a saddle point for if. But we can consider an augmented Lagrangian: if J is a duality application between X' and X satisfying l|J(e)ll*= Ikll*-. W = AJ(4 (J(e), e) = \\J(e)\\x H*.
we set:
¥(e)=(J(4 4 y"(z, w) = £?(z, w) + | I Dt I2 -J7*P(e(u>)).
It follows from an abstract theorem [6, p. 161] that jSf, admits a saddle-point (d-^ + 1, S"+1) on Jf'o x 'Uq, which moreover satisfies (^n+lff"+1 -#n+l(^"+1)' *) + 1(D5",+ 1, £>f)= /c(£K+1). f)> (t^+1 -v"n -kDa"n + l, vv) + ^y(£(^+1)), fi(vv)) = 0.
Taking now i = ff^+1 and w = D" + 1 as test functions, we get:
(An+1dj+\1) + r1\D<j;+ 112 + k(d<pn+ a"/1) + |^+112 + (^(e(t^+1)), £(^+1)) = (C t^1) + K<r", a"n+1).
(3.7)
Using the inequalities (dV(e), e) > ¥(e) = \\e\\2x.
dnn+l is a bounded sequence in H independently of t], vnn+1 is a bounded sequence in V independently of ?/. (3.8)
Then we deduce from (3.7):
and from assumption (2.7):
<r"+1 is a bounded sequence in X independently of 77. (3.9)
The continuity of d(pn+l from X into X' provides: dcpn+1(a"+l) is a bounded sequence in X' independently of rj. (3.10)
We also derive from (3.7):
rj1/2Da"n+l is a bounded sequence in V independently of r\. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) Then the inequality.
flle(3!+1)l|2 = ^(e(S"+1)) ^ ^/(^(e(^+1))' eOC1)) leads to f/1/2e(i)"+ ') is a bounded sequence in X' independently of r], (3-12)
Then there exists dn+1 e X, v"+1 e V, % e X' such that These equations show that e(i)n+ *) e X', and Ddn+1 e V. In order to prove that v"+1 e <%0 and a"+1 e Jf0, it is sufficient to check that the boundary conditions are satisfied. For every x e (S>(0.))^ n Jf 0 we have
Using (3.13)-(3.17) we conclude that
which shows that v"+1 e !3U0. Similar reasoning shows that an+i e Jf0. It remains to prove that % = d(pn+ l(an+1), or equivalently:
We know that k(d(pn+,(a"v+l) -d(pn+ ^r), a"+1 -t) > 0. Then (Ana\ a"*1)-(An+la"n + 1, <')+ (f>", %+*)-\vnn+l\2 -r,(dW(^+l)), ^+1))
By the lower semi-continuity of the functional x -*■ (An+ j x, t) we get:
The first term of this inequality is k(x, an+1) and we get (3.18). Then we have proved the existence of a solution for the implicit scheme (3.6). 3.2 The continuous problem. We define an element aN of L°°(0, T; X), and an element vN of ^(O, T; V) by setting:
V n + 1 lnt
Note that aN(tn) = a"; vN(tn) = v". We define a family of convex functional q>N by:
Note that by assumption (2.9):
lim dq>N(t, t) = dq>(t, x) in L°°(0, T; X').
N->+ ao
A priori estimates I. Take a"+1 and if+1 as test functions:
(A"+16"+1-Amd", a"+i) + k(d(pn+1(an+1), <t" + 1) + (if+1 -if, v"+1) = 0.
Use the following equalities:
(A"+1dn+1 -A"a", a"+1)
After summation of the successive equations (3.19) we get: Take an+2 -dn+1 and tf+2 -+1 as test functions. An easy but rather tedious computation shows that:
(.An+2an+2 -2A"+1d"+1 + A"a", a" + 2 -d"+1) = $(An+2(<jn + 2 -<x"+1), a" + 2 -a"+1)
+ U(An+1-An)(o"+l-n°n+2-°n+1) + i(K + 2 -2An+1 + An)an+i, dn + 2 -an+1) + i(An+2vn+2 -2An+1o"+1 + Anan, an+2 -2an+1 + a") + i((An + 2 -An+1)(,fn + 2 -a"+1), a"+1 -<?)
+ i(K+i-^"+1-n^+1-^) + U(An+2 -2An+1 + An)a"+\ <rn+1 -a"),
After division of (3.22) by k2, summation over n and a little work:
The discrete version of the Gronwall lemma gives:
dN is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; H), (3.23)
vN is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; V).
( 3 24) Using (3.19), (3.23) and (3.24) we see that:
(dq>n+ 1(an +1), ct"+1) is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T). (Vt e L°°(0, T; X)) ( (z -d(p(i), a-z)dt>0.
(3. 28) We know that /c(3<pn+1(ff" + 1) -d<pn + 1(T), ct"+1 -t) > 0, i.e.:
The limit of the last two terms in (3.29) is easily evaluated: . t -I [(d<p("0, ff -t) + (x, t)] A.
•'n
The first term is equal to 4. The quasi-static regular problem. In the general case the dynamic and the quasistatic behaviors of a dissipative material are quite different. In dynamic loading waves are propagated with a velocity which depends on 1/p; this velocity tends to + oo when p tends to 0, and this shows that the quasi-static solutions cannot be obtained from the dynamic ones simply by neglecting the inertia terms. Nevertheless, this result is valid if there is no initial stress, since in this case the amplitude of propagating waves tends to 0 with p. We shall show later that under the assumption (2.10) the dynamic problem is a regularization of the quasi-static one.
Assumption (2.10) is not a realistic one and we must prove Proposition 2 independently on the results obtained in the dynamic case. The proof by discretization in time is a straightforward adaptation of the reasonings in Sec. 3. The solution an+1 of this problem is the minimizer on S(i" + 1) of the convex functional i(An+1z, r)-{Anan i) 4-Stq>(x) -I t • n(vd,n+1 -vd-")dy.
Then we set e" + 1 = An+lan + 1 -A"a" + St d(p(an+1) + e(u"). en+1 is orthogonal to S0 n (^(Q))s9 and we deduce from a theorem of [24] that en+1 is the deformation field of a displacement un+i. From the minimizing property of an+1 we deduce that un+1 satisfies the boundary conditions on dQ.v. Then we let the time discretization step tend to 0; by means of the same reasoning as in Sec. 3.2 we prove Proposition 2.
Let us now prove in details the second part of this proposition. Assumption (2.10) was missing in [5] and is the condition of complete correctness.
We consider the sequence (ap, vp) of solutions of (2.1), and the solution (o^1, d®1) of the elastic static problem: Jt = e(°»')> -Da? =f{t), <r|'(t) e Jf ad(f), V£' e r~ad(t), <Tsel(0) = (T0.
Let us set dp = a" -v" = v" -r®1, <p(t, dp) = (p(t, a"). Then ctp e o, v" e °Uq , ~ {Aap) + d(p(t, ap) = e(vp), (4.1)
A priori estimates I. Take a" and vp as test functions in (4.1). After integration we get:
Then by the Gronwall lemma, we get:
a" is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; H), (4.3) plt2v1' is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; V), (4.4) ,t I cp(s, ct^s)) ds < c.
(4.5)
A priori estimates II. We write (4.1) at times s + h and s, and we take the difference: choosing 3hap(s) = (dp(s + h) -dp(s))/h, Shvp(s) as test functions, we get after integration:
<a|^a"(0)|2 +-|<5^"(0)|2 + J -\5hdp\2 ds + \ cp\dhvp\ ds.
•'o ds. Then, using (4.6), (4.7) and assumption (2.9), we get:
.t J + c3 ) \5h5p\2 ds + c4 \ p\Shvp\ ds.
•0 '0 By the Gronwall lemma and the estimate (4.5) we establish:
8hap is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; H) independently of h.
pll2Shv" is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; V) independently of h.
We let h tend to 0 and we obtain: da"
is a bounded sequence in Lcc(0, T; H), (4.8) dvp 1/2-is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; V). (4.9)
Due to the regularity assumption on (erf, vf) we get the same estimates for dap/dt and p1/2(dvp/dt). Coming back to (4.1), we see that (t, a") , a") is bounded in L°°(0, T). But <p(t, a) = q>(t, a") < <p(t, 0) + (d<p{t, a"), a") < c and it follows from assumption (2.7) and estimate (4.3) that: a" is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; X), (4.10) and by assumption (2.8):
dq>(-, ap) is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; X').
(4-11) (4.8) and (4.11) together with (4.1) show that £(¥) is bounded in L°°(0, T; X'), and (4.9) does the same for Do" in L°°(0, T; V). Then v" is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; °l/0) (since dQv <£),
a" is a bounded sequence in L°°(0, T; Jf0).
Then there exists (a, x, v) e L°°(0, T; Jf0) x L°°(0, T; X') x L°°(0, T; W0) such that: 
It remains to show that /(f) = d<p(t, a(t)). This is done by a monotonicity argument: it is sufficient to establish:
f WO -dcp(t, t(0), ff(0 -t(0) dt > 0 (Vt e L°(0, T; X) (4.15)
(<?<p(r, dp(r)) -<3<p(f, r(r)), crp(t) -z(t)) dt> 0 and the difficult point is to show that
By the monotonicity assumption (Remark (3.2)) we get:
;TIdAo \ . tT IdAo" \ -r-, otdt < lim inf I ---, op)dt
which proves (4.15) and ends the proof of Proposition 2.
5. The perfectly plastic problem. The perfectly plastic constitutive law is obtained when cp is the indicator function of the closed convex set of elasticity. In order to formulate the problem, we need some more notation: 0>(t) = {t | t e H, t(x) e B(x, t) a.e. in Q}, S(t) = {t | r e -Dx=f(t) a.e. in Q}, BD(Q) = {u |u = (u;); u, e eu(u) e M'(Q)}, where M1(Q) is the space of bounded measures on Q. This space has been introduced simultaneously and independently in [20] and [28] , and has been studied in [27] and [29] . Some of its properties are recalled in the appendix. An important result, due to , is that BD(Q.) is the dual of a Banach space. However, BD(Q) is a non-reflexive, non-separable space. | \\f(t)\\zdt< +cc.
Jo
Its dual space L£(0, T; Z ) is composed of weakly measurable functions g: [0, T] -» Z' in the following sense: t-> <g(t), z)z>z-is a measurable function for every z e Z which moreover satisfy jo MOIIz' dt < + oo (see [8] ). When Z' is a reflexive or a separable space, L£(0, 7; Z ) = IF (0, T; Z').
Formulation of the problem. The quasi-static perfectly plastic problem is more difficult to formulate than the regular problems. This difficulty is due to the non-regularity of the strain tensor. A strong formulation analogous to (2.2) would be: find (<r, v)x [0, T] -* t?(t) n ^fad(t) x such that:
Unfortunately, this strong formulation has no solution v e f ad in the general case; the physical solutions have not the regularity required by t"ad, since they can be discontinuous. (Elements of admit a trace on every surface included in Q.) As in shock theory, the classical formulation cannot account for these discontinuities, and a notion of weak solution must be introduced. This is done by mean of Green's formula: {e(v), t -a) + (v, Dx -Da) = I -<ry)n; ds (5.2) where t and a belong to Jf,d. The weak formulation is the following: find (a, v): fO, 71 -+ 0>(t) n ^fad x BD{Q) such that :
Note that the boundary conditions on v (or u) are included in the first line of (5.3). Safety assumptions. In addition to the assumptions made in the regular case, we shall make a further hypothesis. In order to obtain a solution a e S(t), we must at least assume that S(t) is non-empty. We make the following stronger assumption, already introduced by Moreau [22] and Johnson [9] : there exists x(t) defined on [0, T] (5.5)
We also assume that 0 is in the interior of 3fi(t) (uniformly on f).
Then the problem (5.3) can be solved via a sequence of regularized problems, the potentials of which satisfy: r g ^{t)o lim (p"(t, t) = 0, (5.6) n~* + oo
If there exists some constant C such that <p"(t, t) = 0 then lim cp"(t, z) -0 and t e t^(t).
(5.7)
n-+ + oo
It can be easily shown that (5.6) and (5.7) are satisfied for the Perzyna potential (with n = 1 /n) and for the Norton-Hoff potential (with n = p). From (5.12) and assumption (2.9), the last term of (5.13) is bounded. We conclude that: do*1 I don \ land -I is a bounded sequence in L2(0, T; H).
Taking dr" as test function in (5.8), we get: It results from a theorem of equivalent norms ( [27] or [28] ), that due to the boundary conditions:
v" is a bounded sequence in L2(0, T; BD(Q)).
(5.15)
We know ([18] ) that BD(Q) is the dual space of a Banach space C. Then L2(0, T; BD(Q)) is the dual of L2(0, 7; C), and we deduce from (5.15), (5.9), (5.11) that there exist a e W2(0, T; H), v e L2(0, T; BD(Q)) such that:
a" -» a in L°°(0, T; H) weak*, It is clear from (5.17) that dAo"/dt -* dAa/dt in L2(0, T; H) weak and that <r(0) = <j0, -Da=f. We multiply (5.8) by x -a", where x(t) e s^(t) n ^fad(t). an<3 integrate:
By Remark 3.2, the operator negligible and must be taken as part of the total dissipation of the plastic body. Hence, a plasticity problem must be considered not only as a classical boundary-value problem on the open set, but at least as a problem on the set Q. Mathematical interpretation. We define on BD(RN) an equivalence relation: k»|n = £f»|n in M(Q)
Then it can be checked that the external traces u+ and v+ on dQ (in the sense defined in the appendix) are equal. We set BD(ft) = BD{RN)/0t, BDJfi) = {v\ve BD(0), v+ = Uf on It can be proved that the solution v of the theorem can be extended in an element of B£)ad(0); it suffices to extend into RN the solutions v" of the regularized problems and to take the limit of these extensions. After quotient by the equivalence relation 2A the limit belongs to BDad(Q) and does not depend on the chosen extension.
This problem of unsatisfied boundary conditions is usual in the theory of minimal surfaces (where the solution is in BF(Q)). Using this analogy, Temam [30] has proposed to relax the boundary conditions. This procedure is equivalent to ours, but is more convenient from a mathematical point of view for the study of Hencky's material. We believe that it is also the case for the Prandtl-Reuss material studied in this paper. Recent works on minimal surfaces assert that the boundary conditions are satisfied on the parts of the boundary with positive curvature (see [14] ). 8. Conclusion. We have tried to give a mathematical form for the theory of a large class of dissipative materials, often used for numerical computations. We have pointed out that in the case of a regular potential of dissipation the velocity solutions for these materials are regular. On the contrary, for strongly dissipative materials such as perfectly plastic bodies the velocity solutions can be discontinuous, even on the boundary. The approximation of the perfectly plastic problem by regularized models has been justified.
Appendix. The following trace theorem, extending a result of Miranda on BK(Q), has been proved by Strang and Temam [27] and the author [29] , Theorem 2. Let Q be a regular open set of RN. There exists a surjective and linear application y_ from BD(Q) to (Ll(dQ))N such that for every cp e (S^Q))^2 we have: \ ^(puj dx + \ (p^ d£iJ(u) = I {y.ulvijnj ds (Vu 6 BD(Q)). Jn Jsi Js u+ = y+u and u~ = u are respectively the external and the internal trace of u on (S) (for Q_). These traces are equal when u is a regular function, but in the general case are different, due to a possible mass of e(u) on (S).
